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Hydromassage is for everyone! 
Energy is a small revolution in the world of domestic 
hydromassage. A new concept of bath from the balanced, 
essential, minimal and timeless forms which matches any 
type of furnishing and is accessible to everyone thanks 
to attractive prices, while maintaining the prestige and 
exclusivity that have made the Jacuzzi® brand famous 
worldwide. 

A perfect synthesis of uniqueness of the shape and 
functionality 
Energy offers everyone the perfect experience of the 
authentic, deep, benefi cial Jacuzzi® hydromassage for areas 
of the body, aimed at the back, legs and feet. The side jets 
are adjustable through 30° to get the maximum benefi t. 
The internal comfort is the result of clever ergonomics, the 
headrest is comfortable and welcoming. 
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Stylish details
The controls can be activated by touching the user-friendly 
symbols that can be easily identifi ed on the edge of the bath. 
The tapware is compact and minimalist and includes a hand 
shower. The optional sanitising system ensures constant 
hygiene while the Dry-run protection system prevents 
operation when the bath is empty. 

The light is included 
In the version provided with the Cromodream® option, 
Energy allows you to enjoy, together with the hydromassage, 
an exciting session of chromotherapy. This function also 
works as a courtesy light when the bath is empty. Due to 
the capacity and the depth of the bath the feeling of warmth 
and relaxation is total.
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energy 180
corner/built-in/niche/wall
180 x 80 x 57h cm
design EMO

BASE FARO DISI+FARO

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 2 2 2

Back massage with rotating jets  2 2 2
Feet massage 2 2 2

Cromodream®

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Touch controls
Courtesy light

Headrest
Sanitising system

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

LH-RH
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energy 170
corner/built-in/niche/wall
170 x 70 x 57h cm
design EMO

170

70

BASE FARO DISI+FARO

FUNCTIONS
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 2 2 2

Back massage with rotating jets  2 2 2
Feet massage 2 2 2

Cromodream®

FEATURES
Mechanical tapware

Touch controls
Courtesy light

Headrest 
Sanitising system

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets

LH-RH


